Princess Dracula
Getting the books Princess Dracula now is not type of inspiring means. You could not without help
going subsequent to book deposit or library or borrowing from your friends to gain access to them.
This is an certainly simple means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online notice Princess
Dracula can be one of the options to accompany you taking into account having further time.
It will not waste your time. take on me, the e-book will no question circulate you other issue to read.
Just invest little grow old to entry this on-line notice Princess Dracula as without difficulty as
review them wherever you are now.

Alphabet Of Thorn - Patricia A. McKillip
2005-02-01
Fantasy author Patricia A. McKillip, the 21st
century's response to Hans Christian Andersen,
has mastered the art of writing fairy tales -- as
evidenced by previous works like The Tower at
Stony Wood, Ombria in Shadow, and In the
Forests of Serre. Alphabet of Thorn is yet
another timeless fable suitable for children and
adults alike. In the kingdom of Raine, a vast
realm at the edge of the world, an orphaned
baby girl is found by a palace librarian and
raised to become a translator. Years later, the
girl -- named Nepenthe -- comes in contact with
a mysterious book written in a language of
thorns that no one, not even the wizards at
Raine's famous Floating School for mages, can
decipher. The book calls out to Nepenthe's very
soul, and she is soon privately translating its
contents. As she works tirelessly transcribing
the book -- which turns out to be about the
historical figures of Axis, the Emperor of Night,
and Kane, his masked sorcerer -- the kingdom of
Raine is teetering on the brink of chaos. The
newly crowned queen, a mousy 14-year old girl
named Tessera who wants nothing to do with
matters of state, hides in the woods as regents
plot revolution. The queen's destiny, however, is
intertwined with Nepenthe's ability to unravel
the mystery of the thorns.
The Vengeance of the Vampire Bride - Rhiannon
Frater 2011-09-22
I was born Lady Glynis Wright, the daughter of
English aristocrats. When traveling in the
Carpathian Mountains, my family met a tragic
end.  I was transformed into a creature of the
night, and I suffered great horrors at the hands

of my evil vampire master, Count Vlad Dracula. I
vowed to one day escape him, and live a life free
of his brutality. Since those early days of my
captivity in the castle, I have learned to embrace
the title of Countess Dracula as I set into motion
plans to seek revenge against those who
betrayed my family to Dracula and to reunite
with the man I love. Despite my ambitions, it’s
increasingly apparent that my life continues to
be overshadowed by the ominous presence of
Vlad Dracula.
Vampire King (Adult Fairy Tale, Cinderella
#1) - Joanna Mazurkiewicz 2020-09-28
In a kingdom ruled by a vampire, royal blood
doesn’t mean what it used to—and fairy tales
don’t always have happy endings. To wrest her
inheritance from her evil stepmother, Cindy
must marry a respectable man before she turns
25. The upcoming royal ball is the perfect place
to find one—with the help of a fairy godmother.
Or at least, a drunken prostitute with some
magical skills. At the ball, though, King Caspian
sets his sights on her. It’s not like Cindy doesn’t
know better—but surely no one’s more
respectable than a king. So really, what does she
have to lose? Everything, as it turns out.
Because the king isn’t human at all, but a
monster who’s hell-bent on having Cindy in his
bed again. If only he can track her down. Scroll
up and one-click this steamy, sexy, adult
retelling of Cinderella with a vampire twist!
As You Wish - Cary Elwes 2014-10-14
In a 25th anniversary, behind-the-scenes
account of the making of the cult-classic film,
the lead actor shares never-before-told stories
and exclusive photographs as well as interviews
with Robin Wright, Billy Crystal and more.
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100,000 first printing.
Black Halo - John Patrick Kennedy 2020-08-03
God had two sons...When Nyx, Queen of Hell is
sent to tempt Jesus, she expected to be
frustrated. She did not expect that buried in
Jesus's very human subconscious, another soul
existed, and it did not want to die. Instead, it
wanted revenge. With two fallen angels by her
side, and the promise of Paradise at the right
hand of God's son if she succeeds, Nyx launches
a thousand-year campaign of violence, betrayal
and intrigue to bring down Christianity. But not
all is as it seems. And the Son of God has bigger
plans than any of them imagine...
The Azures - Alex Begandy 2021-11-08
The information about the book is not available
as of the moment.
Dreaded - John Patrick Kennedy 2019-12-13
Lady Dread is changing...Once an undead killing
machine, now the unwilling protector of a child
with magic far greater than her own. Now,
haunted by visions of a past she does not
remember and pursued by the Demon Lord she
used to serve, Lady Dread must find the truth
about the child, and her own destiny.
Not Everything Dies - John Patrick Kennedy
2017-03-10
From Vampire to Beast... When Ruxandra wakes
in the castle of Countess Elizabeth Bathory, she
has no memory of her past and a terrible alter
ego created from years of hunger: the Beast.
Elizabeth Bathory promises to help Ruxandra
rediscover herself and help control the Beast, in
exchange for obedience while she stays with her.
Now Ruxandra must face both her past and the
Beast within if she is to take control of her
future. And what does Elizabeth Bathory really
want?
In Search of Dracula - Raymond T. McNally
1994
Traces the history and folklore of vampires
Jeiklee - Makala Thomas 2017-06-22
Jeiklee always knew he didn't fit in with 'normal'
people. They always found him odd. When he
met Spirit McKenzie, a witch from another
world, his worst fears and dreams came true.
Jeiklee discovered he had magical powers and
was from the magical world of Severna, a place
full of love, light, darkness, and magic. After he
meeting his real parents, Jeiklee soon develops
feeling for Spirit that he cant deny, and they

both end up going on a five day adventure! What
Jeiklee finds out while away changes his
perspective on the man everybody seems to fear
and hate... Count Dracula. Jeiklee realises
Dracula is far from the evil being he was made
out to be, and sees for himself that he isn't evil
at all, being Count Dracula the Fifteenth. Jeiklee
also discovers that his mother Leticia and
Dracula were best friends, childhood
sweethearts, even secret lovers... and his mother
isn't happy with the life she has grown
accustomed to. Can he bring the star crossed
lovers back together?
Monsters in Society: An Interdisciplinary
Perspective - Andrea S. Dauber 2019-01-04
The Very Fairy Princess: Here Comes the
Flower Girl! - Julie Andrews 2012-04-17
Gerry is asked to be the flower girl in Aunt Sue's
wedding, and she couldn't be more excited. Her
imagination runs wild with thoughts of
extravagant decorations, a billowy white gown,
and hundreds of guests. When she finds out the
bride prefers a small celebration, Gerry can't
help but be disappointed... but she soon realizes
that having the wedding in her own backyard
will let her put her creative stamp on everything.
Even when disaster strikes in the form of rain on
the big day, Gerry finds a way to bring sunshine
to the party, reminding everyone that the most
important thing at a wedding is the most special
sparkle of all - happiness and love. Christine
Davenier's whimsically elegant illustrations
include lush garden scenes and plenty of
wedding flowers in this spirited follow-up to The
Very Fairy Princess and The Very Fairy Princess
Takes the Stage from the renowned motherdaughter team.
Dracula (Annotated) - Bram Stoker 2021-05-25
Jonathan Harker's Journal 3 May. Bistritz. --Left
Munich at 8:35 P. M, on 1st May, arriving at
Vienna early next morning; should have arrived
at 6:46, but train was an hour late. Buda-Pesth
seems a wonderful place, from the glimpse
which I got of it from the train and the little I
could walk through the streets. I feared to go
very far from the station, as we had arrived late
and would start as near the correct time as
possible. The impression I had was that we were
leaving the West and entering the East; the most
western of splendid bridges over the Danube,
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which is here of noble width and depth, took us
among the traditions of Turkish rule. We left in
pretty good time, and came after nightfall to
Klausenburgh. Here I stopped for the night at
the Hotel Royale. I had for dinner, or rather
supper, a chicken done up some way with red
pepper, which was very good but thirsty. (Mem.
get recipe for Mina.) I asked the waiter, and he
said it was called "paprika hendl," and that, as it
was a national dish, I should be able to get it
anywhere along the Carpathians. I found my
smattering of German very useful here, indeed, I
don't know how I should be able to get on
without it. Having had some time at my disposal
when in London, I had visited the British
Museum, and made search among the books and
maps in the library regarding Transylvania; it
had struck me that some foreknowledge of the
country could hardly fail to have some
importance in dealing with a nobleman of that
country.
Princess Of Darkness. Spooky Cuties
Coloring Book - Lokman Learning Universe
2020-09-04
A Spooky Halloween Cuties Coloring Book
Which Contains Only Beautiful Halloween
Spooky Girls, Sugar Skull Girls, Day Of The Dead
Girls And Boho Girls Coloring Images. This book
is perfect for those who want to color only
spooky beauties with details. Enjoy! Why You
Will Love this Book What is in this book? 23
images, spooky girls, dracula girls, lady
vampires, lady sugar skulls and make-up girls,
boho girls images to color for art lovers and
detailed art lovers. Are you in stress? / Need
relaxation? / Looking for a stress relieving book?
This coloring book has beautiful and anti-stress
pattern images which can help you to reduce
your stress and make you feel more relax.
Discover the easy way to ease your stress and
express your creativity. Every page you color
will pull you into a relaxing world where you will
be able to unleash your creativity. Beautiful
Illustrations. We've included 23 unique images
for you to express your creativity and make
masterpieces. Single-sided Pages. Every image
is placed on one side as you can color them
comfortably. Great for All Skill Levels. You can
color every page however you want and there is
no wrong way to color (even if you are a
beginner). Your flexibility is the top priority. We

want you to feel this book is worth to buy and to
use too, that's why we designed it with care.
Coloring books make wonderful gifts. Which
gifts will you need soon? Buy now and have your
gifts ready in advance. Coloring books are great
for any holiday or special occasion. - Memorial
Day, Independence Day, Veteran Day gift. Christmas Gifts, Easter Baskets, Gift Bags Mother's Day Gift, Father's Day, Family
Vacations & Travel - Birthday & Anniversary
Presents - Valentine's Day, Or Any Special
Occasion Gift Please leave a review to improve
this product. Have Fun! For Further Exploration
Please 'Look Inside' Of This Book. About Lokman
Learning Universe - Coloring Books. Explore our
entire collection and find an amazing book for
your next coloring adventure. As a coloring
books fan, you have access to books in a variety
of popular themes, including Animals, Mandalas,
Zentangle, Sugar Skull, Coffee, Coffee Animal,
Father, Mother, Nurse, Tree House, American
Presidents (Funny), American States Flag,
American National Symbols, American Native
animals, Veteran Day, Memorial Day, Stained
Glass, Dragonfly, Farting Animal (Funny),
Famous Paintings and many more!. - Books For
Mother, Nurse, Dog Lover and So On. - Books
For Nurse Day, Pug Day, Doctor's Day, Mother's
Day. - Prompts or Guided Journals - Other Books.
We have more collection of books like Kindness
Journal, Log Book, Planner, Journal, Notebook
etc. Link: https:
//www.amazon.com/Lokman-Learning-Universe/e
/B08562VPW5 This coloring book features: 50
Pages with sized at 8.5" X 11" 23 unique
designs. Each page is printed on a single side
making them easy to remove for display. Each
page is professionally composed to provide the
highest quality.
Fairy Tales Coloring Book - Jupiter Coloring
2017-05-19
Adult Coloring Book Unique Designs to Color! |
COLOURING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS * Many
coloring pages designed for adults * Each
coloring page is designed to help relax and
inspire * The variety of pages ensure something
for every skill level * Use your choice of coloring
tool (pens, pencils, markers, crayons) * Each
coloring page is on a separate sheet * Beautiful
Designs To Relieve Stress & Have Fun *SingleSided Pages At 8.5x11
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Mother of Chaos - John Patrick Kennedy
2017-10-23
To summon an Angel of Hell... Ruxandra
Dracula, a 250-year-old vampire, wants nothing
to do with the fallen angel that created her. But
when fellow vampire Kade tells her a group of
magicians in Moscow is going to summon that
angel, Ruxandra knows she must try to stop
them. In Moscow, Ruxandra finds herself caught
in a web of political and supernatural intrigue.
Empress Anna of Russia wants the vampires to
be her spies. Her secret police have magic that
is nearly impossible to defeat. A cadre of Russian
nobles wants them to kill the empress. And the
Alchemist, the beautiful, whip-smart leader of
the magicians, wants Ruxandra as more than
just an experimental subject. As the magicians
prepare to summon the fallen angel, Ruxandra
must choose: will she kill them to keep the angel
from coming, or face the angel and find out her
purpose on the earth?
Countess Dracula - Tony Thorne 1998-02-19
This is the story of Elisabeth Bathory, a 17thcentury Transylvanian countess. She was tried
as a vampire and became an inspiration for
depraved murderers up to the present
day.;Based on research conducted at archives in
Eastern Europe, this account includes both the
recorded truth and the legend that has grown up
around her. Tony Thorne is the author of the
"Bloomsbury Dictionary of Slang".
Anno Dracula 1999: Daikaiju - Kim Newman
2019-10-22
The new novel in the acclaimed alternate history
vampire series from Kim Newman. "Compulsory
reading... glorious" Neil Gaiman on Anno
Dracula It is the eve of the new millennium, and
the vampire princess Christina Light is throwing
a party in Daikaiju Plaza - a building in the shape
of a giant mechanical dragon - in Tokyo,
attended by the leaders of the worlds of
technology, finance, culture and innovation.
After a century overshadowed by the malign
presence of Dracula, Christina decrees the
inauguration of an Age of Light. The world is
connected as never before by technology, and
conquests have been made in cyberspace that
mark out new nations of the living and the
undead. But the party is crashed by less
enlightened souls, intent on ensuring that the
brave new world dies before it can come to

fruition. The distinguished guests are held
hostage by cyberpunk terrorists, yakuza
assassins and Transylvanian mercenaries.
Vampire schoolgirl Nezumi - sword-wielding
agent of the Diogenes Club - finds herself alone,
pitted against the world's deadliest creatures.
Thrown out of the party, she must fight her way
back up through a building that seems designed
to destroy her in a thousand ways. Can Nezumi
survive past midnight? Can the hopes of a
shining world?
Dracula FAQ - Bruce Scivally 2015-09-01
(FAQ). Dracula FAQ unearths little-known facts
about both the historical and literary Dracula.
The 15th-century warlord Vlad III, known as
Vlad the Impaler and Dracula (son of the
Dragon), became a legendary figure in his native
Wallachia. Four hundred years later, Irish
author Bram Stoker appropriated Dracula's
name for a vampire novel he spent seven years
researching and writing. Considered one of the
great classics of Gothic literature, Dracula went
on to inspire numerous stage plays, musicals,
movies, and TV adaptations with actors as
diverse as Bela Lugosi, John Carradine,
Christopher Lee, Jack Palance, Frank Langella,
Louis Jourdan, Gary Oldman, and Gerard Butler
taking on the role of the vampire king. And with
Dracula proving the popularity of vampires,
other bloodsuckers rose from their graves to
terrify book, movie, and TV audiences from
Barnabas Collins of Dark Shadows to The Night
Stalker to the vampires of True Blood on the
small screen, and Interview with the Vampire
and Twilight on the big screen. More recently,
Dracula has been resurrected for a TV series
starring Jonathan Rhys Meyers and a feature
film starring Luke Evans. Dracula FAQ covers all
of these and more, including the amazing stories
of real-life vampires!
Prince Harry & Meghan - Jill Sherman 2018-08
Chronicles the lives and relationship of Prince
Harry and Meghan Markle.
The Unrequited Love Club - Frederick Ransom
Gray 2011
The executioner grinned as he grasped his
sullied battleaxe and positioned himself while
more than a few of the guards taunted their
prisoners. Wenda wondered how different her
life would've been if she hadn't formed the Club.
The adventure continues in the Unrequited Love
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Club, Episode 3. Scandalous implications of
Wenda Wells's disastrous ninth birthday—her
day of infamy—are unveiled and she must go to
life-altering lengths to clear her good name.
Rejected as a Temple queen candidate and
distraught that God would allow her
imprisonment in a remote South American
jungle, Wenda battles demonic fears of
abandonment and insanity. Join author Frederick
Gray for this enthralling third installment of the
Unrequited Love Club, and embark on an
expedition of mystery, history, And The love of
God.
Hunting Prince Dracula - Kerri Maniscalco
2017-09-19
In this New York Times bestselling sequel to
Kerri Maniscalco's haunting #1 debut Stalking
Jack the Ripper, bizarre murders are discovered
in the castle of Prince Vlad the Impaler,
otherwise known as Dracula. Could it be a
copycat killer . . . or has the depraved prince
been brought back to life? Following the grief
and horror of her discovery of Jack the Ripper's
true identity, Audrey Rose Wadsworth has no
choice but to flee London and its memories.
Together with the arrogant yet charming
Thomas Cresswell, she journeys to the dark
heart of Romania, home to one of Europe's best
schools of forensic medicine . . . and to another
notorious killer, Vlad the Impaler, whose thirst
for blood became legend. But her life's dream is
soon tainted by blood-soaked discoveries in the
halls of the school's forbidding castle, and
Audrey Rose is compelled to investigate the
strangely familiar murders. What she finds
brings all her terrifying fears to life once again.
Princess Decomposia and Count Spatula Andi Watson 2015-02-24
Princess Decomposia is overworked and
underappreciated. This princess of the
underworld has plenty of her own work to do but
always seems to find herself doing her layabout
father's job, as well. The king doesn't feel quite
well, you see. Ever. So the princess is left
scurrying through the halls, dodging her
mummy, werewolf, and ghost subjects, always
running behind and always buried under a ton of
paperwork. Oh, and her father just fired the
chef, so now she has to hire a new cook as well.
Luckily for Princess Decomposia, she makes a
good hire in Count Spatula, the vampire chef

with a sweet tooth. He's a charming go-getter of
a blood-sucker, and pretty soon the two young
ghouls become friends. And then...more than
friends? Maybe eventually, but first Princess
Decomposia has to sort out her life. And with
Count Spatula at her side, you can be sure she'll
succeed. Andi Watson (Glister, Gum Girl) brings
his signature gothy-cute sensibility to this very
sweet and mildly spooky tale of friendship,
family, and management training for the undead.
Princess Dracula - John Kennedy 2016-10-15
All power comes at a price... Ruxandra learned
everything she knew growing up in a convent.
Training to be the perfect nobleman's wife, she
relished the prospect of a simple life. But
everything changes when her father, Vlad
Dracula, retrieves her on her 18th birthday.
Securing her a marriage is the last thing he has
in mind... After performing a mysterious ritual
over her, Ruxandra gains uncontrollable
supernatural powers. Alone, terrified, and faced
with an unknown future, Ruxandra is left to
forge a new life for herself. There's only one
thing she knows: if she doesn't learn to control
her unnatural instincts, she'll destroy every last
shred of her humanity.
The Daily Show (The Book) - Chris Smith
2016-11-22
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete,
uncensored history of the award-winning The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its
correspondents, writers, and host. For almost
seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders
between television comedy, political satire, and
opinionated news coverage. It launched the
careers of some of today's most significant
comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the
powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the
show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies,
and camaraderie will be chronicled by the
players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writersincluding Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John
Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and adversaries:
John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker
Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes
the reader behind the curtain for all the show's
highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's
underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
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succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the
24-hour political news cycle to become part of
the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for
not only comedy but also commentary, with a
reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to
effect real change in the world. Through years of
incisive election coverage, passionate debates
with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds
with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes
on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has
been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first
time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories
of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations,
pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of
Zen both on and off the set of one of America's
most groundbreaking shows.
Lady Dread - John Patrick Kennedy 2019-11
This book is a rerelease of the original Lady
Dread novel, in a new dynamic series type
format. New, incredible content, delivered faster
to meet fan demand!She kills for a demon
overlord until a conscience turns her traitor.
Now she'll take one final stand for the living.
Undead Commander Lady Dread wages war
without mercy. Until the spellbinding eyes of an
enemy youth warms her rotted heart. Defying
her demon overlord, Lady Dread steals away
with the child in search of safety.Lady Dread is a
pulse-pounding dark fantasy novel. If you like
grisly battles, spine-tingling suspense, and
unflinching journeys of redemption, then you'll
love John Patrick Kennedy's tale of honor,
horror, and war.
Anno Dracula: Dracula Cha Cha Cha - Kim
Newman 2012-10-09
Written by award-winning novelist Kim Newman,
this is a brand-new edition, with additional
40,000 word never-before-seen novella, of the
popular third installment of the Anno Dracula
series, Dracula Cha Cha Cha. Rome. 1959. Count
Dracula is about to marry the Moldavian
Princess Asa Vajda - his sixth wife. Journalist
Kate Reed flies into the city to visit the ailing
Charles Beauregard and his vampire companion
Geneviève. Finding herself caught up in the
mystery of the Crimson Executioner who is
bloodily dispatching vampire elders in the city,
Kate discovers that she is not the only one on his
trail...
The Lost Journal of Bram Stoker - Elizabeth

Miller 2012-03-08
Recently a long-lost journal belonging to Dracula
author Bram Stoker was discovered in his greatgrandson Noel's dusty attic. Published now to
coincide with the centenary of Stoker's death,
the text of this stunning find, written between
1871 and 1881, mostly in his native Dublin, will
captivate scholars of Gothic literature and
Dracula fans alike. Painstakingly transcribed and
researched, the journal offers intriguing new
insights into the complex nature of the man who
wrote Dracula more than one hundred years
ago. Assisted by a team of scholars and Stoker
historians, Dacre Stoker and Professor Elizabeth
Miller neatly connect the dots between the
contents of the journal and Bram Stoker's later
work, most significantly Dracula. Until now,
discussion of the very private Bram Stoker has,
by necessity, been largely speculative. Other
than names and dates provided by biographers,
and Bram Stoker's own sparse self-revelation in
his non-fiction, little has been available to
support character studies of this fascinating
Victorian gentleman. This personal journal
shows Stoker's private thoughts and his
developing style, and is a veritable treasure
trove of oddities, musings and anecdotes.
Ziska - Marie Corelli 1897
Beast of Dracula - John Patrick Kennedy
2018-01-04
Socialite. Flapper. Vampire. Beast. Ruxandra
once stalked the woods of Europe as a bloodhungry Beast. Now, eternally eighteen, she's
determined to forget all that, to dance, drink and
love her way through Jazz Age New York.
Elizabeth Bathory is the only human Ruxandra
ever turned - the second of only four vampires in
the world. She's also a psychopath. And when
she knocks on Ruxandra's door, Ruxandra's
carefully constructed world begins to fall apart.
Soon Ruxandra is forced to leave her carefree
life among humans she loves for the hot streets
of Los Angeles, where stars dance in the
Cocoanut Club and a vampire isn't the only thing
prowling the night. With each new clue comes
new questions, and with each new encounter,
Ruxandra comes closer to unleashing the
terrible Beast that lives inside her.
The Princess Revolt - Cathy O'Neill 2022-03-29
Disney’s Twisted Tales meets the Half Upon a
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Time trilogy in this “lively” (School Library
Journal) first book of a new fantasy series
following a young girl who discovers that fairy
tale characters are real when she becomes the
target of vindictive princesses who want their
Happily Ever Afters. Cia Anderson hasn’t slept in
ten days, but she doesn’t feel one bit tired. She
knows that something is up, even if no one but
her best friend believes her. Hundreds of pairs
of shoes have appeared in her locker, small
woodland animals are trailing her, and the only
boy she’s ever had a crush on has been
quarantined with a mysterious illness. There’s
even talk of closing her middle school.
Something strange is going on. Cia discovers
that she has accidentally upset some fairy tale
characters who are trying to find their happily
ever afters in the modern world. Desperate to
set things right, Cia enlists the help of
Cinderella’s stepsister, gets kidnapped by Snow
White’s dwarves, and makes a deal that she
might regret with the Evil Queen—all while
trying to stay one step ahead of the furious
princesses who want her dead. Turns out there’s
nothing meaner than a fairy tale character who
can’t find her prince charming.
In Defence of Dracula - Marianne Grossman
2004

and Radu are doomed to act as pawns in a
vicious game, an unseen sword hovering over
their every move. For the lineage that makes
them special also makes them targets. Lada
despises the Ottomans and bides her time,
planning her vengeance for the day when she
can return to Wallachia and claim her birthright.
Radu longs only for a place where he feels safe.
And when they meet Mehmed, the defiant and
lonely son of the sultan, who’s expected to rule a
nation, Radu feels that he’s made a true
friend—and Lada wonders if she’s finally found
someone worthy of her passion. But Mehmed is
heir to the very empire that Lada has sworn to
fight against—and that Radu now considers
home. Together, Lada, Radu, and Mehmed form
a toxic triangle that strains the bonds of love and
loyalty to the breaking point. From New York
Times bestselling author Kiersten White comes
the first book in a dark, sweeping new series in
which heads will roll, bodies will be impaled . . .
and hearts will be broken. “A dark and twisty
fantasy . . . think Game of Thrones, but with
teens.”—Seventeen “Sinister, suspenseful, and
unapologetically feminist.”—Buzzfeed “Will
completely spin you into another time and
place.”—Bustle “Takes no prisoners, offering up
brutal, emotional historical fiction.”—NPR.org
An ALA Rainbow List Top Ten Selection
Princess Ponies 2: A Dream Come True Chloe Ryder 2014-03-04
"On a magical island far away, princess ponies
can talk and play. It's sports day on Chevalia and
Princess Stardust's best friend, Blossom, is
running in the big race. Stardust wants to cheer
for her friend, but seven horseshoes are still
missing. Pippa and Stardust need to find the
other shoes to save Chevalia. How do you choose
between old friends and new friends? Is it
possible to have two best friends? "-The Seven Basic Plots - Christopher Booker
2005-11-11
This remarkable and monumental book at last
provides a comprehensive answer to the age-old
riddle of whether there are only a small number
of 'basic stories' in the world. Using a wealth of
examples, from ancient myths and folk tales via
the plays and novels of great literature to the
popular movies and TV soap operas of today, it
shows that there are seven archetypal themes
which recur throughout every kind of

And I Darken - Kiersten White 2016-06-28
The New York Times Bestseller! “Absolutely
riveting.” —Alexandra Bracken, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of The Darkest Minds
This vividly rendered novel reads like HBO’s
Game of Thrones . . . if it were set in the
Ottoman Empire. Ambitious in scope and
intimate in execution, the story’s atmospheric
setting is rife with political intrigue, with a deftly
plotted narrative driven by fiercely passionate
characters and a fearsome heroine. Fans of
Victoria Aveyard’s THE RED QUEEN and Sabaa
Tahir’s AN EMBER IN THE ASHES won’t want
to miss this visceral, immersive, and
mesmerizing novel, the first in the And I Darken
series. NO ONE EXPECTS A PRINCESS TO BE
BRUTAL. And Lada Dragwlya likes it that way.
Ever since she and her gentle younger brother,
Radu, were wrenched from their homeland of
Wallachia and abandoned by their father to be
raised in the Ottoman courts, Lada has known
that being ruthless is the key to survival. She
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storytelling. But this is only the prelude to an
investigation into how and why we are
'programmed' to imagine stories in these ways,
and how they relate to the inmost patterns of
human psychology. Drawing on a vast array of
examples, from Proust to detective stories, from
the Marquis de Sade to E.T., Christopher Booker
then leads us through the extraordinary changes
in the nature of storytelling over the past 200
years, and why so many stories have 'lost the
plot' by losing touch with their underlying
archetypal purpose. Booker analyses why
evolution has given us the need to tell stories
and illustrates how storytelling has provided a
uniquely revealing mirror to mankind's
psychological development over the past 5000
years. This seminal book opens up in an entirely
new way our understanding of the real purpose
storytelling plays in our lives, and will be a
talking point for years to come.
Princess of Souls - Alexandra Christo 2022-10-11
From Alexandra Christo, the author of To Kill a
Kingdom, comes Princess of Souls, a Rapunzelinspired YA fantasy romance about a teen witch
groomed to steal souls for an immortal king and
the reckless, rebellious boy to whom her fate is
tied. For sixteen years, Selestra has been
trapped in her tower on the Floating Mountain,
preparing to take her mother’s place as the
King's Witch, who foretells deaths in the Festival
of Predictions. Outrunning your fate earns a
wish and the chance to steal the King’s
immortality. But die and your soul is forfeit. And
though thousands have tried, nobody has ever
beaten death. A soldier in the King's army, Nox
is an unlikely candidate for the Festival, but,
driven by revenge, he is determined to steal the
King’s immortality and kill the entirety of his
court, starting with Selestra. Yet when Selestra
touches Nox in her very first prediction, their
fates become entwined, and death seeks to take
both their souls. Only by working together can
they survive long enough to escape the dark fate
and the immortal King that now hunts them.
Plague of Witches - John Patrick Kennedy
2019-09-16
Kana thought she had everything, until
everything changed...With her wealthy father
dominating her life and no memory of her
mother, Kana has grown up bright, beautiful and
bent on success. At twenty-one she is about to

start her M.B.A. and preparing to join her
father's business.Then Professor White appears
bearing a twenty-year-old message from her
mother: Kana is a witch.Now, Kana is heading to
elite Shipton University to study witchcraft and
solve the two decade old mystery of what
happened to her mother. But when she gets
there, she will have to face far more than just
the past.Because on the night Kana learned of
her powers, something escaped its prison. The
entity is hungry, angry and it wants revenge...
Prince of the Damned - Ana Calin 2019-03-18
Lord Vlad Dracula has just one weakness-his
wife, Ruxandra. So when a mysterious vampire
tries to assassinate her, Vlad tears his throat
open. But the vampire's blood starts a strange
process in Lord Dracula's body, enhancing his
killer instincts and making him dangerous even
to the one woman he'd die for-Rux. Dracula
changes, his inner demons boiling to the surfacecontrol, jealousy, bloodlust. His desire for Rux
grows dangerous and suffocating, and his thirst
for blood insatiable. Rux must unmask the
invisible foe that drives her husband ever deeper
into darkness, before his evil plan makes
Dracula self-destruct. The question is-will she
survive long enough to do it?This is book 4 of the
Dracula's Bloodline series.
The Historian - Elizabeth Kostova 2005-06-01
The record-breaking phenomenon from
Elizabeth Kostova is a celebrated masterpiece
that "refashioned the vampire myth into a
compelling contemporary novel, a late-night
page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle).
Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully
written, The Historian is the story of a young
woman plunged into a labyrinth where the
secrets of her family’s past connect to an
inconceivable evil: the dark fifteenth-century
reign of Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying
pact that may have kept his awful work alive
through the ages. The search for the truth
becomes an adventure of monumental
proportions, taking us from monasteries and
dusty libraries to the capitals of Eastern
Europe—in a feat of storytelling so rich, so
hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled
readers around the world. “Part thriller, part
history, part romance...Kostova has a keen sense
of storytelling and she has a marvelous tale to
tell.” —Baltimore Sun
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Dracula - Arie Kaplan 2011-01-15
Recounts the life of the real Dracula, a

Romanian warrior prince, and how some events
have become part of modern vampire lore.
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